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Dear Dr. Kidd,

Enclosed please find the revised manuscript entitled “Computed Tomography Imaging of Subpleural Lipoma: A report of two cases” submitted to the Journal of medical case reports for review and potential publication as a case report.

No portion of the article has been published nor is under consideration for publication elsewhere. The submission of this manuscript has been read and approved by all authors of the institution where the work has been carried out.

We disclose any financial support or author involvement with organization(s) with financial interest in the subject matter.

Comments to the reviewer’s concerns:
Comments to authors (Rev #1):
the paper is well written and I suggest the publication. Thank you very much.
However, I have following suggestions:
1. Figure 7 is not adequate. The lipoma is not visible
    I have adjusted the window level settings so the lipoma should be visible now.
2. The authors have to discuss the possibility of an atypical lipoma, well-differentiated
    liposarcomas have also predominantly fatty appearance (see
    Cases J. 2008 Nov 4;1(1):296.).
    We have already discussed the difficulty of differentiating lipomas from liposarcomas on
    CT images (see Discussion).

Comments to authors (Rev #2):
just one little correction in the last line of discussion:
... lipoma has to be taken into ...
    I have implemented this correction.

Thank you very much for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Christoph Karlo, MD